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Seven kids, Thor's hammer, and a whole lot of Valkyries are the only things standing against the

end of the world. When thirteen-year-olds Matt Thorsen and Fen and Laurie Brekke, modern-day

descendants of Thor and Loki, discovered they were fated to take the places of the Norse gods in

an epic battle against the apocalypse, they thought they knew how things would play out. Gather

the descendants standing in for the gods, defeat a giant serpent, and save the world. No problem,

right?But the descendants' journey grinds to a halt when their friend and descendant Baldwin is

poisoned and killed and Matt, Fen, and Laurie must travel to the Underworld in the hopes of saving

him. That's only their first stop on their journey to reunite the challengers, find Thor's hammer, and

save humanity--a journey filled with enough tooth-and-nail battles and colossal monsters to make

Matt and his friends a legend in their own right.Perfect for fans of ancient myths and filled with

young heroes, monstrous beasts, and godly enemies, this fast-paced adventure is impossible to put

down.
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After reading the first novel in the book series The Blackwell Pages, Lokiâ€™s Wolves by authors

K.L. Armstrong and M.A. Marrâ€”I couldnâ€™t wait to read the next installment in the series.

Odinâ€™s Ravens was intense, awesome and tons of Norse mythology as main characters Fen,

Laurie and Matt try to stop the ensuing end of the world, Ragnarok. I wasnâ€™t really sure what to

expect from the novel, especially since Lokiâ€™s Wolves held a lot of surprise twists and turns that I

didnâ€™t see coming.In Odinâ€™s Ravens takes place right after where Lokiâ€™s Wolves left off.

Fen, Laurie and Matt have all headed straight to Helenâ€™s realm, the land of the dead, to get their

friend Baldwin back in hopes of re-writing the sequence of myths and stop Ragnarok from coming.

Heading into Helenâ€™s realm, the trio faces threats theyâ€™ve never faced before, like

two-headed jotuns, zombies and evil zombie kings who will stop at nothing to thwart Mattâ€™s

plans. However as their adventure continues, Matt and the cousins find new allies, old friends and

Valkyries all ready for the end of days to arrive. What the trio doesnâ€™t expect are for old faces to

make reappearances, secrets to be revealed and a choice to be made for when Ragnarok

arrives.Odinâ€™s Ravens has messed me up. And I mean that in a really good way. The entire time

I spent reading can be broken up like this: I was either a) On the edge of my seat, hoping that

nothing went wrong b) freaking out because the possibility of something going wrong was very real

or c) something wrong would happen and I had no idea how Matt, Laurie and Fen would go about

fixing it. Odinâ€™sâ€™ Ravens is written in a way that will leave readers not only intrigued but also

unsure of what will come next, with twists and turns just waiting to reveal themselves.
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